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Abstract: Each digital optical module (DOM) of the IceTop air shower array is calibrated by identifying
and understanding its muon response, which is measured in vertical equivalent muon (VEM). Special cal-
ibration runs and austral season measurements with a tagging telescope provide the basis for determining
the VEM and monitoring its variation with time and temperature. We also study muons that stop and de-
cay in the tank. The energy spectrum of the electrons from muon decay is well known (Michel spectrum)
and can also be used as a calibration tool. Both spectra are compared to a GEANT4 based Monte Carlo
simulation to gain a better understanding of the tank properties.

Introduction

IceTop is an air shower array of ice–Cherenkov
counters [1, 2]. Each of its current 26 stations
is made up of two IceTop tanks. The tank shell
is black, cross–linked polyethelyne, 6 mm thick,
1.1 m high, and 1.9 m in diameter. A second layer
of 4 mm thickness, made out of zirconium fused
polyethylene, is molded on the inner surface to act
as a diffusely reflective liner (eight tanks deployed
in 2005 have Tyvek linings). Each tank is filled
with 90 cm of frozen water and then covered with
47 g/cm2 of perlite to provide insulation and a bar-
rier to light leaks around the fitted wooden tank
cover.

The tank ice is viewed by two standard IceCube
digital optical modules (DOMs). They consist
of a 10” Hamamatsu R7081–02 photo multiplier
tube (PMT) and processing and readout electron-
ics. Two different types of digitizers are used to
process the PMT signal: a fast pipelined ADC
(FADC) with 255 samples of 25 ns each, and two
Analog Transient Wave Digitizer (ATWD) chips,
with three channels of up to 128 samples of about
3.6 ns each. The three channels are configured

with different pre–amplification factors to extend
the DOM’s dynamic range (for details, cf. [3]).

IceTop setup for calibration runs

Periodic special IceTop calibration runs are car-
ried out to serve two purposes: one, to calibrate
the conversion from integrated waveform to verti-
cal equivalent muon (VEM) in each tank, and two,
to monitor the tank response’s time dependence.

The calibration run configuration differs from the
regular one used for air shower data runs. In this
so–called singles mode, the local coincidence be-
tween DOMs and the simple majority trigger are
disabled. All DOMs are set to the same nominal
gain of5 · 106, while in the air shower mode, the
two DOMs in the same tank are set to different
gains (in 2006,5 · 106 and5 · 104, resp.) to ex-
tend the dynamic range of a tank. For the DOMs
that are operated at the lower gain, the VEM might
differ due to changes in the collection efficiency of
the PMT. Currently, that effect is not taken into ac-
count.
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Figure 1: MC simulated charge spectrum for DOM
21–63. See text for further explanations.

The data files are analyzed with an IceTop specific
waveform processing module written for the offi-
cial offline software suite. Each raw waveform,
given in ATWD channel counts, is corrected for the
specific, ATWD chip–dependent pedestal pattern,
and calibrated to give charge. Further corrections
include the (optional) adjustment of any residual
baseline offset and a droop correction. Finally, the
charge, given in units of photo electrons (pe), is
calculated by summing up all the waveform bins.

Calibration using through-going muons

A DOM’s response to a vertical muon passing an
IceTop tank is defined to be one VEM. The en-
ergy deposit of such a muon is around 200 MeV
in the tank [4]. By finding the vertical muon signal
in the measured total charge spectrum, the DOM–
dependent charge–to–VEM conversion factor is
determined. However, single IceTop tanks cannot
discriminate between different particles or incident
angles. Therefore, the relation between the mea-
sured peak position of the total charge spectrum
and the VEM must be determined with simulations
and the tagging telescope.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The measured total
charge spectrum is shown in triangles. The simu-
lated total charge spectrum (light grey) is obtained
with GEANT4 based simulations. Using Corsika
[5] generated hydrogen and helium air showers
with primary energies between 10 and 415 GeV
and angles up to 70 deg as input, the DOM re-
sponse is simulated by generating and tracking the
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Figure 2: Distribution of VEMs for all DOMs.

Cherenkov light in a tank. Several tank and DOM
properties, e.g. the reflectivities of the sides and
top, ice quality, PMT quantum efficiency, are taken
into account [6].

Superimposed on the simulated total charge spec-
trum is the contribution from only muons. Choos-
ing a cut on the muons’ incident zenith angle that
correponds to the angular acceptance of the tag-
ging telescope (< 17 deg), the black histogram is
obtained. It gives the best estimate for the VEM,
which is determined as the mean of a Gaussian fit,
236 pe for this particular DOM.

Comparing this to the peak position of the simu-
lated total charge spectrum, 247 pe, gives a cor-
rection factor of about five percent. This is the
amount by which the measured total charge spec-
tra’s peak positions have to be corrected to deter-
mine the VEM. Currently, it is assumed that this
correction factor is the same for all IceTop tanks.

The spread in VEM is shown in Fig. 2 for a run
taken on March 15, 2007. The fluctuations in the
response, even between DOMs in the same tank,
are the main reason to introduce the VEM as a uni-
form, array–wide unit.

The VEM response per DOM is tracked with reg-
ular calibration runs. In Fig. 3, the VEM response
over time is shown for both DOMs in Tank 21b.
Both DOMs exhibit a rather stable VEM response,
except for a sharp drop in DOM 21-64 around July
2006. In total, about half of all DOMs of the oldest
tanks, deployed in 2005, show a significant drop in
their VEM response in mid–2006. Though the spe-
cific cause of these changes in the DOM response
is unknown, evidence points to seasonal effects,
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Figure 3: History of charge to VEM conversion for
DOMs 21-63/64

i.e. the change in temperature during the Antarc-
tic winter.

Muon Telescope Measurements

A portable, solar–powered muon telescope was de-
veloped to tag muons that have angles close to ver-
tical (< 17 deg) and pass through the center of the
tank. With this device the VEM charge can be de-
termined independently from simulation.

The muon telescope is a completely autonomous
device, having its own data acquisition system
and power supply. It measures signals in coinci-
dence between two scintillator slabs 70 cm apart
and records the GPS clock time stamp on a Flash
Media drive.

Measurements were taken during the polar sea-
son 2005/2006 on tanks deployed one year ear-
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Figure 4: Total charge spectra (black) for tank 39b
with tagged muon spectrum (blue) superimposed.
See text for further explanation.
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Figure 5: Time difference distributions between
the two signals in a FADC trace. The exponential
fit yields a lifetime ofτ =2.06±0.16µs.

lier. Configuring the DOMs in a tank to singles
mode, data were taken for six hours. Matching the
GPS time stamps from both the muon telescope
and the DOMs was done using a[−2, 2] µs time
window. Thus, a tagged quasi–vertical muon data
set is obtained. Figure 4 shows the charge spec-
tra for DOMs 63 and 64 in Tank 39b and super-
imposed the tagged muon charge spectra. If com-
pared to Fig. 1, the tagged spectra show some dif-
ferences. This is mainly due to the fact that in the
simulation muons over the whole tank surface are
accepted, while the tagging telescope is positioned
in the tank center. When the statistics in simula-
tion are improved, more realistic cuts can be ap-
plied. Still, the qualitative difference between the
tagged and the full spectrum is well reproduced in
the simulated spectrum.

Calibration using stopping muons

An IceTop tank stops muons of kinetic energies
up to 210 MeV (vertical muons) and 430 MeV
(muon crossing through the tank diagonally from
an upper to a lower corner). After stopping, the
muon decays with its characteristic mean lifetime
of 2.19703µs into an electron and an antineutrino–
neutrino pair (neglecting muon capture). The re-
sulting energy distribution of the electron is the
well–known Michel spectrum. The maximum
electron energy is 53 MeV, which corresponds to a
range of less than 25 cm in the tank ice. Thus, most
of the decay electrons are well contained within the
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Figure 6: Michel spectrum obtained by subtract-
ing the two charge distributions in Fig. 6 (red) in
comparison with a simulated one (grey).

tank volume, making them a suitable calibration
sample.

A feasibility study was carried out by applying the
method outlined in [7] to the IceTop configuration.
First, calibration data from 2005 were analyzed to
find FADC traces with two distinct signals. The
time difference of those two signals is shown in
Fig. 5 as the upper histogram. To suppress back-
ground, stringent cuts were applied on the inte-
grated chargesQ1 andQ2 of the primary and sec-
ondary signal, respectively. The cuts were adjusted
by using the GEANT4 based simulation from [6].

Fitting the remaining time difference spectrum
yields a lifetime ofτ = 2.06±0.16µs, which is
comparable to the muon mean lifetime of 2.2µs.

To extract the Michel spectrum from the back-
ground, a difference method is chosen that does
not require the cuts imposed above. First, two time
windows are chosen, a “decay” window between
1 and 2µs, and a “crossing” window between 5
and 6µs. For both time windows, the integrated
charge of the second signal is calculated. By sub-
tracting them from each other, the Michel spectrum
is obtained, which is compared to a simulated spec-
trum in Fig. 6. Though the simulation lacks statis-
tics, it qualitatively describes the measured spec-
trum rather well.

Conclusion

The VEM calibration of the IceTop air shower ar-
ray with through–going muons is a well estab-

lished and well understood procedure. The VEM
is measured and calibrated on a weekly to monthly
basis and provides, in conjunction with the sin-
gle DOM rate and temperature, a basic set of ob-
servables for monitoring the detector hardware.
GEANT4 based simulations agree well with the
measured charge spectra and the muon telescope
data, showing that the input parameters describe
the actual tank properties rather well.

The stopping muon analysis has shown the feasi-
bility of using the muon decay signal as a supple-
mentary calibration source. Already at this stage,
the GEANT4 based simulation shows a promising
agreement with the measured spectra. However,
further improvements in both the analysis and the
simulation are needed to establish it as a standard
calibration method.
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